A new Holistic Algorithm and Application for XML Tree Pattern Matching
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Abstract

XML has become a de facto standard to store, share and exchange business data across homogenous and heterogeneous platforms. The interoperability is possible though XML. As enterprises are generating huge amount of data in XML format, there is a need for processing XML tree pattern queries. The existing holistic algorithms for XML tree pattern matching queries exhibit suboptimality problem as they consider intermediate results before taking final results. This causes suboptimal performance. This suboptimality is overcome by using TreeMatch algorithm. This paper implements a prototype application that makes use of dewey labeling scheme to overcome suboptimality. The experimental results revealed that the proposed algorithm is better than the existing algorithms.

Index Terms — XML, parser, XSL, algorithms, dewey labeling, xml tree pattern query.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the business collaborations and for the purpose of portability enterprises are storing data in XML format. This has become a common practice as XML is portable and irrespective of platforms in which applications were developed, they can share information through XML file format. Such XML files are also validated using DTD or Schema. XML parsers are available in all languages that facilitate the usage of XML programmatically. Moreover XML is tree based and it is convenient to manipulate easily using DOM (Document Object Model) API. XML tree pattern queries are to be processed efficiently as that is the core operation of XML data. Recently many researchers developed various methods or algorithms [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] for processing XML tree queries. A stack based algorithm [1] was proposed by Khalifa et al. that matches relationships such as A-D, and P-C. TwigStack is another algorithm proposed by Bruno et al. [8] for the purpose of XML tree pattern queries. However, the drawback of these algorithms is that they take unnecessary intermediary nodes while processing the query thus causing more time to process. To overcome the drawbacks indexing concept is used by algorithms provided in [9] and [10]. Some other algorithms use labeling schemes [11]. In industrial and academic applications these algorithms have proven to be highly promising [12]. However, from the study of literature we observed the fact that there is less research with respect to XML tree pattern queries with wildcards, order restrictions, negation and functions.

To address all these problems, we implement a TreeMatch algorithm that avoids suboptimality of those algorithms. This algorithm is based on the extended dewey labeling. As per the labeling scheme, the root node, children, grand children etc. a number or label is associated. For instance 0 is assigned to root node. The children of root gets labeling such as 0.0, 0.1 etc. The grand children of first parent node start with 0.0.0 and continue like 0.0.1 etc.

RELATED WORK

As XML databases are growing in quantity and usage by enterprises, it is essential to have an efficient mechanism to answer such queries. In literature many researchers have proposed algorithms for XML tree pattern query processing. Many have handled such queries efficiently. However, most of them did not focus on wildcards, functions, order criteria and negation. In this paper we overcome this entire problem by implementing a TreeMatch algorithm [1]. XML query processing was considered by Timber
More focused research on XML storage, and relational databases were done in [14], [15], [16], [17]. These techniques can be leveraged by our holistic algorithm TreeMatch. Choi et al. [18] developed many theorems that are used to prove that the holistic algorithms for XML tree pattern matching can’t solve the problem of suboptimality. XML twig queries and their space complexity has been studied in [19] by Shalem and BarYossef. They considered upper bound in parent – child and ancestor – descendent relationships in query processing. Many algorithms developed in existing works have focused on XML tree pattern matching queries in terms of P-C or A-D relationships or both. All these holistic algorithms have drawbacks in query processing. Their computational cost is more as they take some intermediary results in consideration which is not necessary. That problem is considered matching cross and those results in suboptimiality of performance.

Apart from holistic algorithms for XML tree pattern matching queries, there are many other approaches available. For instance ViST [20] and PRIX [21] perform processing by transforming XML tree pattern match into a sequence match. Those algorithms gave importance to only ordered queries and extending them to support unordered queries is non-trivial. In [14] a comprehensive research and experiments were made in order to compare various algorithms used to match XML tree pattern matching queries. Those algorithms are holistic and confirm that they are best available algorithms for XML tree pattern matching queries. They provide guarantee in performance and robust in nature. Nevertheless, they have drawback of using some unnecessary intermediary results that they can’t prevent. The proposed algorithm TreeMatch thing in the lines of holistic and overcomes the problem of suboptimality in XML tree pattern matching queries. Moreover it supports 3 types of classes as described in [1] and the prototype application implemented demonstrates all three kinds of queries with negative predicates, wild cards, ordered and unordered restrictions. The tree match algorithm is based on the extended dewey labeling scheme.

EXTENDED DEWEY LABELING

It is an improved labeling scheme that considers the root label as zero. The children of root are given 0.1, 0.2, etc. The grand children of root are given as 0.1.0, 0.1.1, etc. This labeling scheme can describe the tree easily. Once a node is found, its ancestors and descendents and other relationships can be found easily. For instance, 0.0.1.5 indicates that 0.0.1 is the parent of current node and grand parent is 0.0 and the root is 0. This labeling makes XML tree pattern matching query processing easy.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

This algorithm invokes functions provided in [1] to complete query processing. It makes use of locating matching extended dewey label for the given query and then completes processing. As discussed in the introduction, this algorithm is an improved holistic algorithm that makes use of labeling scheme and avoids taking useless intermediary results. Thus its processing time is less and solves the problem of suboptimality.

EXPERIMENTS and RESULTS

Environment

The environment used for the experiments include Java Programming Language (JSE 6.0), Net Beans IDE, a PC with 2GB RAM. The SWING API of Java is used to build graphical user interface while the IO and XML API of Java are used for actual functionality.

Prototype Application

For extended XML tree pattern matching while making queries on XML database, the main screen of the application appears as shown in fig. 6. The application has three buttons. The browse button enables user to choose any XML file on which queries are to be made. The XML document tree is shown in the text area. The DeweyLabling button generates XML tree with Dewey Labeling scheme implemented.
On choosing QueryAnswering button, the application takes user to a form where queries can be made. The application supports all kinds of XPATH queries. However, the queries are processed as per the algorithms presented in [1]. Especially dewey labeling made the query processing easy as it is simple to determine ancestor and descendent relationships with dewey labeling. In Fig. 6 books details are in XML format. The root element is catalog and it contains a collection of books. All queries later are made on this XML only. However, the application has been tested with a variety of XML files containing variations such as empty elements, elements only elements, mixed elements, elements with body etc. The tested XML files have both complex and simple elements. Dewey labeling for the selected XML file is visualized as shown in fig. 7.

As can be seen in fig. 7, dewey labeling starts with root element with label zero. All children of root get labeling like 0.1, 0.2 and so on. The root element is “catalog” which has label 0. The first child “book” element has label 0.1. In turn the children of first book element have the labels like 0.1.0, 0.1.1, 0.1.2 and so on. This way labeling is applied to the entire tree. When label of any element dewey is known, it is possible to find its siblings, ancestor and descendents easily. Wild cards are also supported in the query processing of the application.

**Tree Pattern Matching Queries**

On clicking “Query Answering” button on the main screen of the application user is given a query window where tree pattern matching queries can be given. The proposed application supports the 3 types of queries as described in [1]. Fig. 8 shows both query and the corresponding answer.
Fig. 8 – Query and Results without wildcards

The query here is //book. It does mean that all book elements irrespective of their position in the XML root element are to be presented. This is evident in the results. The results window also has provisions to further manipulate the XML tree visualized. It supports operations like adding new node, deleting node, searching for a node and searching and deleting a node. Fig. 9 shown query with wild card characters and results.

Fig. 9 – Query with wildcards and results

As can be seen in fig. 9, the query is given as “//*”. This does mean that any element present anywhere in the document. The results reveal the entire XML file. The query results are presented in fig. 9 in the form of a tree. JTree class of Java SWING API is used to visualize XML tree. This tree is flexible and can be navigated and manipulated easily. Fig. 10 shows a query with restriction in terms of siblings.
As can be seen in fig. 10 the query given is “catalog/book/title[following-sibling::author]”. It does mean that the root element must be catalog and its sub element book. The book’s sub element must be title and the title must have a sibling followed by it. The results that match these criteria are shown in fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows query with negation.

As can be seen in fig. 11, the given query is “/book[not(author)]”. It does mean that “book” element can be anywhere in the XML file without having “author” element in it. The query results revealed that two books are available without author.

**Results**

The experimental results of TreeMatch algorithm is compared with other holistic algorithms such as TwigStack, and TJFast.
As seen in fig. 12, with respect to small and large memory with random data TreeMatch performance is always best.

Fig. 13 – Execution time on TreeBank data (large memory).

As seen in fig. 12, with respect to large memory with TreeBank data TreeMatch performance is always best.

CONCLUSION

This paper overcomes the suboptimality in holistic XML tree pattern matching algorithms. The TreeMatch algorithm as described in [1] is explored and the processing of all three types of XML tree pattern matching queries with the help of dewey labeling scheme. A prototype application is built to demonstrate the efficiency of TreeMatch algorithm and tested with extensively with all three kinds of queries. The experimental results reveal that the algorithm is capable of avoiding retrieval of intermediary results before obtaining final results. It does mean that it overcomes the problem of suboptimamity that existed in the previous algorithms.
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